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ariewahyu <ariewahyu@gmail.com> 29 Juli 2015 09.09
Kepada: murata@cs.titech.ac.jp

Dear Prof. Tsuyoshi Murata,

I am Arie Wahyu Wijayanto, a master of science from Institute of Technology Bandung, Indonesia majoring
Informatics. I took concentration on fuzzy clustering. I have passion in fuzzy clustering, machine learning, and
computational intelligence. I am interested to study further about this topic in your laboratory for PhD Degree's
Program.

My Master thesis was titled "Improvement of Fuzzy Geo-Demographic Clustering using Metaheuristic
Optimization on Indonesia Population Census”. It was about improving quality of fuzzy geographically weighted
clustering using some metaheuristic optimization (Particle Swarm Optimization, Ant Colony Optimization, Artificial
Bee Colony) and its application on Indonesia Population Census data.

Is there any slot for international student for PhD student in Murata Laboratory? I should be grateful if you would
send me information concerning application and entry procedures, and any relevant information. I have plan to
apply scholarship from Indonesia Government.

I attach my Curriculum Vitae, degree of certificate, academic transcript, and abstracts of my thesis and some
papers I published. If you require further details and documents please contact me using this email. Thank you
very much.

Best regard,

Arie Wahyu Wijayanto

Arie Wahyu.zip
1980K

Tsuyoshi Murata <murata@cs.titech.ac.jp> 29 Juli 2015 12.09
Kepada: ariewahyu <ariewahyu@gmail.com>
Cc: Tsuyoshi Murata <murata@cs.titech.ac.jp>

Dear Mr. Arie Wahyu Wijayanto,

Hello. Thank you for your interests to our laboratory.
Please take a look at the following Web site for admission information.
http://www.ai.cs.titech.ac.jp/join-us.html

If you obtain scholarship from Indonesian Government, then I recommend
you to apply for IGP(C). If you pass the exam, then you can start
your study from April 2016. If you don't obtain scholarship, then IGP(A)
will be recommended. If you pass, then you can start your study from
October 2016. Please keep in mind that both IGP(A) and IGP(C) are very
competitive. If you have any questions about IGP, please feel free to
ask.

I read the documents that you sent me. Please send me the latest
English paper (not abstract) that you wrote about your research.

Tsuyoshi Murata
[Kutipan teks disembunyikan]
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ariewahyu <ariewahyu@gmail.com> 29 Juli 2015 12.35
Kepada: Tsuyoshi Murata <murata@cs.titech.ac.jp>

Dear Prof. Tsuyoshi Murata,

Thank you very much for your information about admission process.
Attached are my papers that consist of 1 National Conference (In Indonesia), 4 International Conference (also
held in Indonesia), and 1 Journal in Springer: Applied Intelligence that has accepted and will be published in
September 2015.

Best regards,

Arie Wahyu
[Kutipan teks disembunyikan]

6 lampiran

1. EII-Forum 2014 - Arie Wahyu.pdf
542K

2. ICISS 2014 - Arie Wahyu.pdf
829K

3. CITSM 2014 - Arie Wahyu.pdf
438K

4. ICITSI 2014 - Arie Wahyu.pdf
504K

5. ICITSI 2014 - Arie Wahyu.pdf
613K

6. APIN 2014 - Arie Wahyu.pdf
1038K

Tsuyoshi Murata <murata@cs.titech.ac.jp> 30 Juli 2015 16.42
Kepada: ariewahyu <ariewahyu@gmail.com>
Cc: Tsuyoshi Murata <murata@cs.titech.ac.jp>

Dear Mr. Arie Wahyu Wijayanto,

As shown in the following site, application period for IGP(A)
and IGP(C) will be started from September. If you are going to
take these tests, I strongly recommend you to take English
proficiency test score reports from TOEFL-iBT, TOEFL-PBT, TOEIC
or the IELTS Academic Module.
http://www.ai.cs.titech.ac.jp/join-us.html

Thank you for sending the papers. I have read ICITSI paper. I'm
afraid to say that the paper contains some grammatical errors and
its technical contributions are minor.
What is your research plan if you are allowed to come to
Tokyo Tech? Do you want to continue the study of Fuzzy clustering?

Tsuyoshi Murata

On 2015/07/29 14:35, ariewahyu wrote:
Dear Prof. Tsuyoshi Murata,

Thank you very much for your information about admission process.
Attached are my papers that consist of 1 National Conference (In
Indonesia), 4 International Conference (also held in Indonesia), and 1
Journal in Springer: Applied Intelligence that has accepted and will be
published in September 2015.
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Best regards,

Arie Wahyu

2015-07-29 12:09 GMT+07:00 Tsuyoshi Murata <murata@cs.titech.ac.jp
<mailto:murata@cs.titech.ac.jp>>:
[Kutipan teks disembunyikan]

ariewahyu <ariewahyu@gmail.com> 30 Juli 2015 17.07
Kepada: Tsuyoshi Murata <murata@cs.titech.ac.jp>

Dear Prof. Murata,

Thank you very much for your kind information. As a beginner, I am sorry that those papers are still far from
scientific standard.
I hope I can learn much in your laboratory.

If I am allowed to come to Tokyo Tech, I will adjust my research plan in order to be inline with research topic of
the laboratory. In case I have to propose my own topic, I will take fuzzy clustering because my previous study.
But, I also want to learn other topic from you and other member of the laboratory.

I still don't have any English score from TOEFL-iBT, TOEFL-PBT, TOEIC or IELTS, but I have TOEFL-ITP score
550 valid until March 2017. I will take it soon.

Thank you very much and please let me know if I have any other mistakes or insufficient information.

Best regards,

Arie Wahyu

[Kutipan teks disembunyikan]

Tsuyoshi Murata <murata@cs.titech.ac.jp> 5 Agustus 2015 15.42
Kepada: ariewahyu <ariewahyu@gmail.com>
Cc: Tsuyoshi Murata <murata@cs.titech.ac.jp>

Dear Mr. Arie Wahyu Wijayanto,

Application period for IGP will be started from September, I think.
Please prepare necessary documents.
But please keep in mind that the exam of IGP is very competitive.

Tsuyoshi Murata

On 2015/07/30 19:07, ariewahyu wrote:
Dear Prof. Murata,

Thank you very much for your kind information. As a beginner, I am sorry
that those papers are still far from scientific standard.
I hope I can learn much in your laboratory.

If I am allowed to come to Tokyo Tech, I will adjust my research plan in
order to be inline with research topic of the laboratory. In case I have
to propose my own topic, I will take fuzzy clustering because my
previous study. But, I also want to learn other topic from you and other
member of the laboratory.

I still don't have any English score from TOEFL-iBT, TOEFL-PBT, TOEIC or
IELTS, but I have TOEFL-ITP score 550 valid until March 2017. I will
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take it soon.

Thank you very much and please let me know if I have any other mistakes
or insufficient information.

Best regards,

Arie Wahyu

2015-07-30 16:42 GMT+07:00 Tsuyoshi Murata <murata@cs.titech.ac.jp
[Kutipan teks disembunyikan]
        <mailto:murata@cs.titech.ac.jp <mailto:murata@cs.titech.ac.jp>>>:
[Kutipan teks disembunyikan]

ariewahyu <ariewahyu@gmail.com> 6 Agustus 2015 08.27
Kepada: Tsuyoshi Murata <murata@cs.titech.ac.jp>

Dear Prof. Tsuyoshi Murata,

Thank you very much for your valuable information.
I am very interesting to join your lab in TokyoTech, so I will prepare the necessary document and take TOEFL
IBT test immediately.
I also have read the application procedures of IGP C and its document requirements ( http://www.titech.ac.jp/
english/graduate_school/international/graduate_program_c/overseas.html ). It is stated that I must provide a
consent of a Tokyo Institute of Technology Faculty Member.
Is it sufficient that I attach a printout of this email correspondence, or may be any other proof?
Would you please give me any suggestion?

Thank you very much in advance and please let me know if I have any mistakes.

Best Regards,

Arie Wahyu

[Kutipan teks disembunyikan]

Tsuyoshi Murata <murata@cs.titech.ac.jp> 7 Agustus 2015 15.33
Kepada: ariewahyu <ariewahyu@gmail.com>
Cc: Tsuyoshi Murata <murata@cs.titech.ac.jp>

Dear Mr. Arie Wahyu Wijayanto,

Yes, you can print out this email and use it as the consent of a Tokyo
Tech faculty member. I will accept you if you pass the entrance exam
of Tokyo Tech IGP.

Tsuyoshi Murata
Tokyo Institute of Technology

On 2015/08/06 10:27, ariewahyu wrote:
Dear Prof. Tsuyoshi Murata,

Thank you very much for your valuable information.
I am very interesting to join your lab in TokyoTech, so I will prepare
the necessary document and take TOEFL IBT test immediately.
I also have read the application procedures of IGP C and its document
requirements (
http://www.titech.ac.jp/english/graduate_school/international/graduate_program_c/overseas.html
). It is stated that I must provide a consent of a Tokyo Institute of
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Technology Faculty Member.
Is it sufficient that I attach a printout of this email correspondence,
or may be any other proof?
Would you please give me any suggestion?

Thank you very much in advance and please let me know if I have any
mistakes.

Best Regards,

Arie Wahyu

2015-08-05 15:42 GMT+07:00 Tsuyoshi Murata <murata@cs.titech.ac.jp
[Kutipan teks disembunyikan]
[Kutipan teks disembunyikan]

ariewahyu <ariewahyu@gmail.com> 7 Agustus 2015 15.50
Kepada: Tsuyoshi Murata <murata@cs.titech.ac.jp>

Dear Prof. Tsuyoshi Murata,

Thank you very much for your help.
I will try hard to pass the TokyoTech entrance exam.

Best regards,

Arie Wahyu
[Kutipan teks disembunyikan]
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